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A one day Multi Disciplinary National Seminar was organized by the Department of Political 

Science on December 02, 2021, sponsored by DGHE. The topic of the seminar was “India - 

China Relations in Current Scenario”. It was in both offline and online mode. There were 99 

participants from different colleges and institutions. In the inaugural session, Lamp Lighting 

was done by Chief-Guest, Dr. S.K Jain ( International Joint Secretary  Vishwa Hindu 

Parishad and former Principal , Sh. L.N Hindu College , Rohtak) Keynote Speaker, Dr. R.S 

Yadav,  ( Jain Vishwa Bharti Institute, Ladnun  Rajasthan), Chair - Persons of Technical 

Sessions , Dr. Rashmi Chhabra  ( Principal , Sh.      L. N.  Hindu College Rohtak)  , Mrs. Uma 

Sharma , Dr. Neelam Maggu , Convener Dr. Rajni Kumari and Co-convener Dr. Promila 

Yadav . Dr. Rashmi Chhabra introduced the Chief - Guest and Keynote Speaker and 

presented a bouquet . 

 

  Principal Dr. Rashmi Chhabra Welcomed Dr. S. K Jain by presenting him a bouquet. 

  



 

                                    Lamp Lighting in Inaugural Session 

All the Chair - Persons of different technical sessions were also welcomed by her. Dr. Rajni 

Kumari gave a brief introduction of the whole seminar. On the occasion of Constitution Day 

students made modals on various topics i.e. Indian Parliament, PRI’s, Supreme Court which 

were exhibited on the day of the seminar. 

 

                                                 Welcome of Chair - Persons  



   

 

Address by S. K Jain, Chief Guest  

India and China are two major regional powers in Asia and the two populous countries 

among the fastest growing major economics in the world. India and china had historically 

peaceful relation for thousands of years of recorded history. But the tone of relationship has 

varied in modern time, The two major countries have frequent models of disputes and 

economic nationalism in both country is a major point of contention. The two countries failed 

to resolve their border disputes.   Dr. S. K Jain, chief guest of the seminar asserted that China 

is helpful as well as creating hindrances for India. As Dragon is National symbol of China, it 

represents character of China itself. This is usually a common phenomenon to have disputes 

between the two countries which share the boundaries. We must take lessons from our past 

and should make future strategy. There is a threat to Indian economy in various industries 

due to Chinese products. Self - Reliance is the only key to beat economic terror of China. Dr. 

Jain discussed about BRICS, KWAT, GI SUMMIT and PANCHSHEEL 1954. China now a 

days is planning for water- bomb which will bring droughts and floods in our country. Water 

–bombs are created by construction of dams and rivers. He concluded his address by 

assertion that , India is a strong and determined country and we will not bow before China 

in any circumstances.  

 

                                       Exhibition of Models by Students  



 

 

Address by Keynote Speaker, Dr. R.S Yadav     

Dr. R.S Yadav, (Jain Vishwa Bharti Institute, Ladnun Rajasthan) said that we have to find 

out our interests alongwith compulsions we are facing. There is a dire need of new beginning. 

We need to take small steps to compete with China. As China needs us we also need China. 

We must be analytical inspite of being critical. Instead of emotional evaluation, a critical 

analysis is more crucial. Time and space are the key factors for any analysis, and this is true 

in case of India and China. End of Cold war in 1991 changed the previous and current 

scenario as well. Different kinds of Economic Issues are emerging currently in both 

countries. On the same time, we realize that China is both co- operative and conflicting. But 

why it is so? This topic can also be a base or theme of any research for scholars. Economic 

relations are boosted because of trade. One must be self reliant or go with the flow. Inter 

dependence syndrome is always and can never be avoided. We have to frame policies as per 

our interests as China will make policy as per its own interest. It is necessary to understand 

the current perspective. It will lead us to help in framing future strategies. India and China 

needs subtle diplomacy to settle disputes as U.S is also creating problems. Every policy must 

be made keeping in view our own domestic aspects. First of all we must resolve border issues 

and secondary we must focus on economy. 

 

 

Dr. R. S Yadav, Keynote Speaker  



 

 

After Inaugural Session there was a tea break. Thereafter, four technical sessions ran 

parallely. One technical session was in offline mode and three technical sessions were in 

online mode at zoom platform. The first Technical session was in offline mode and it was 

chaired by Dr. Pardeep Gahlawat, Assistant Professor of Political Science (M.D. University, 

Rohtak). Papers presented in this session covered India - China Border Issues, India China 

Relations in Current Scenario, India China Economic Relations , India - China  Relations, 

A Global issue , Papers related to Trade , and Impact of Covid on India - China Relations 

and many more papers were presented very well by all the presenters. Dr. Pardeep Gahlawat 

then summed up technical session by emphasizing on the central theme of national seminar 

and applauded the effort of the papers presenters.   

Second Parallel Online Technical Session was chaired by Dr. Vikas Khokhar, Assistant 

Professor, Department of Political Science, Pt. NRS G.C Rohtak.  Papers presented in this 

session covered topics like Role of BRICS in Advancing of India China Multilateral Relations 

, Main Cause of Tension Between India and China , Chinas Brotherhood : A Challenge for 

India Security , India China Political Perspective in Economical Status , Science and 

Technology; A Need of the Hour , Impact of Covid -19 on India China Trade Relations , 

India China Relation in Context of Indo - Pacific : Challenges and Policy Option , China’s 

Influence on India –Myanmar Relations : An Analytical Study of Trade Relations between 

India and China and other Relevant Topics . Dr. Vikas Khokhar then concluded the session 

by telling the pros and cons of the paper presentation. He concluded that overall it was a 

very nice session. 

 



 

Third Parallel Online Technical Session was chaired by Dr. Joginder Singh, Assistant 

Professor of Economics SSN College, University of Delhi. Papers presented in this session 

covered important topics like A Perspective Study of the Information Technology Services 

Sector in India and China, India - China Politics and Reaction of China , China’s Concerns 

for India’s Permanent Seat in UN Security Council  , India – China Border Issues , India 

China Relation in Current Scenario Cultural Diplomacy Effect of India –Nepal Relation on 

China ,  The Need for Stepping into the Battlefiel  of  Narratives : Countering the Chinese 

BRI Narrative with ‘Mausum ‘  and Sagar , India & China Relations: An analytical study , 

Bharat China Samband : Ek Vislation , Balancing Power between India and China , 

Changing Relations of India and China in Current Perspective and many other  relevant 

topics . Dr. Joginder Singh concluded the technical session by asserting that such kind of 

seminars will provide a direction towards further research and development at all levels it 

will serve as a forum for fruitful deliberation as India China relation has emerged major 

thrust area of research. 

 



 

Fourth Parallel Online Technical Session was Chaired by Dr. Ravi , Assistant Professor 

Department of Political Science, Shivaji College, University of Delhi. Topics of presentation 

in this session were Indo China Relationship AOA in WTO, Border Dispute India –China 

Conflicts in Context of ASEAN, India China Approach to Kazakhstan: A comparative 

Analysis, China Factor in India Vietnam Relations, India - China Relationship in 

Contemporary Times, India - China Relation in Context of Dharamvir Bharti’ s Book 

Purana Quila , India - China Relations in Special Reference to Galvan Ghati and many other 

important and relevant topics . Dr Ravi then concluded the session. 

 

After successful and fruitful completion of all the four technical sessions, there was a lunch break. 

After that Valedictory Session was organized. Valedictory speech was given by convener of the 

seminar Dr. Rajni kumari. She concluded all the four offline and online technical sessions. Co-

convener Dr. Promila Yadav thanked the Principal, Keynote- Speaker, Chief - Guest, Chairpersons, 

Organizing Committee, Advisory Committee and all the Participants. Principal also thanked the 

Keynote-Speaker and all the Chair Persons by presenting them mementoes as token of respect & 

love. Then Principal, Chairpersons, Convener, Co-Convener and Senior Faculty  

 



 

Members gave certificates to the paper presenters in offline mode. Overall it was a successful and 

fruitful seminar. Surely, it extended the knowledge of the participants, gave them a good exposure 

and will help them in their career enhancement and holistic development in future.  

                        

 

                      Distribution of Certificates to the Participants 

 

Presenting Mementos to Chief Guest and Keynote Speaker as token of love and respect 

In the valedictory session of the National Seminar the Chair persons of the technical session 

distributed certificates to the offline paper presenters and congratulated the organizers on the 

successful completion of the National Seminar. 


